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Background

Data is the carrier of information of everything in the
universe, and the interface between the physical world and
the virtual world inside networks and computers. Although
people may not be aware of data when people are seeing,
hearing, and even thinking, when we use machines to create
intelligence, data is only object we are manipulating. Today,
it has been well-known that vision, image, voice, and neuro
and brain activities can all be represented by data in
different forms, as the advance of artificial intelligence is
continuously generating a wave and another of life
changing. This will go on to the future inevitably,
promisingly, and excitingly.
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Our view

The purpose of analysing data is to make decisions, which
should be better than made by human. Between data and
decisions, the techniques born from broad mathematics
become the bridges, such as data mining, machine learning,
statistics, semantics and logic. However, there is no magic,
since simply feeding data to a particular technique does not
usually make better decisions than human does. We need to
carefully study data, select correct techniques, and tune
techniques to produce usefulness, and more importantly
understand the unique structures and features of concrete
problems in practice. That is, human intelligence creates
machine intelligence. Hence, it is essential to learn from
case by case for improving our art of generating machines
intelligence for decision-making.
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This issue

In this special issue, we carefully selected and accepted nine
papers from 31 submissions. In the accepted papers, typical
data such as text, time series, images, and social media are
studied, and the analysis techniques include data mining,
machine learning, and time series analysis, and semantics.
We selected these papers in order to clearly show and
support our view on data-driven intelligence. For example,
in ‘Sightseeing value estimation by analysing geosocial
images’, composed by Yizhu Shen, Min Ge, Chenyi Zhuang
and Qiang Ma, the success of recommending points of
interests (POI) makes use of geo-tagged images and collar
harmony in the images to produce better sight-seeing
values; in ‘Document stream classification based on
transfer learning using latent topics’, from Masato Shirai,
Jianquan Liu, Takao Miura and Yi-cheng Chen, the
proposed transfer learning framework successfully
constructs appropriate intermediate domain to connect
source and target domains by latent topic and updating
dependence on the change of features of document stream,
thus it can classify documents in high accuracy.

